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Abstract
All positive harmonic functions in an arbitrary domain of a Euclidean space can be
described in terms of the so-called exit boundary. This was established in 1941 by R.S. Martin.
A probabilistic approach to the Martin theory is due to Doob and Hunt. It was extended later
to harmonic functions associated with a wide class of Markov processes. The subject of this
paper are harmonic functions associated with a superdiffusion X (we call them X -harmonic).
The results of Evans and Perkins imply the existence and uniqueness of an integral
representation of positive X -harmonic functions through extreme functions. An outstanding
problem is to ﬁnd all extremal functions (they are in 1–1 correspondence with the points of the
exit boundary).
An interest in X -harmonic functions is motivated, in part, by the fact that each of them
provides a way of conditioning a superprocess. Path properties of conditioned superprocesses
(corresponding to various special X -harmonic functions) were investigated by a number of
authors.
Important classes of X -harmonic functions are related to positive solutions of semilinear
partial differential equations. Almost nothing is known about their decomposition into
extreme elements. A progress in this direction may create new tools for investigating solutions
of the equations.
The goal of this paper is to summarize all known facts about X -harmonic functions, to
present the results of various authors in a more general setting in a uniﬁed form and to outline
a program of further work.
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1. Introduction
1.1
Suppose that L is a second-order uniformly elliptic operator in a domain E of Rd :
An L-diffusion is a continuous strong Markov process x ¼ ðxt;PxÞ in E with the
generator L: A function h in a domain E is called x-harmonic (or L-harmonic) if, for
every domain D!E;1
PxhðxtDÞ ¼ hðxÞ for all xAD:
Here tD is the ﬁrst exit time of x from D: This condition is satisﬁed if and only if
Lh ¼ 0 in E:
Let c be a function from E  Rþ to Rþ where Rþ ¼ ½0;NÞ: An ðL;cÞ-
superdiffusion is a model of an evolution of a random cloud. It is described by a
family of random measures ðXD; PmÞ where DCE and m is a ﬁnite measure on E: If m
is concentrated on D; then XD is concentrated on @D: We call XD the exit measure
from D: Heuristically, it describes the mass distribution on an absorbing barrier
placed on @D:
We put mAMcðDÞ if m is a ﬁnite measure concentrated on a compact subset of D:
We say that a function H : McðEÞ-Rþ is X -harmonic and we write HAHðXÞ if, for
every D!E and every mAMcðDÞ;
PmHðXDÞ ¼ HðmÞ: ð1:1Þ
Fix cAE and denote by HðX ; cÞ the class of all positive X -harmonic functions H
such that HðdcÞ ¼ 1 [dc is the unit mass concentrated at c]. An element H of HðX ; cÞ
is called extreme if the conditions H˜pH; H˜AHðX ; cÞ imply that H˜ ¼ H: Let
HeðX ; cÞ stand for the set of all extreme elements. The formula
HðxÞ ¼
Z
HeðX ;cÞ
HˆðxÞmðdHˆÞ
establishes a 1–1 correspondence between HAHðX ; cÞ and probability measures m on
HeðX ; cÞ: This result is due (in a slightly different setting) to Evans and Perkins
[EP91]. [A similar result for x-harmonic functions is known for a long time.]
The exit boundary G of X can be deﬁned as the set HeðX ; cÞ of all extreme
elements of HðX ; cÞ: A version of this deﬁnition independent of a choice of c will be
given in Section 6.2.
1.2
The class of superdiffusions under our consideration is speciﬁed in Section 2. In
Section 3 we introduce (following [Dyn78]) a general concept of convex measurable
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space. We call such a space a simplex if every element has a unique decomposition
into extreme elements. Then we consider a Markov chain Xn with discrete time
parameter and with a transition function pðr; x; t; BÞ: The corresponding exit laws
form a convex measurable space, and we state a condition (see 3.3.A) under which
the set of normalized exit laws is a simplex. An investigation of X -harmonic
functions can be reduced to a study of exit laws of a discrete Markov chain
XD1 ;y; XDn ;y where Dn is a sequence of domains exhausting E:
2
The next task is to prove that condition 3.3.A holds for the chain XDn : First, we
prepare necessary tools: a diagram description of the moments of exit measures in
Section 4 and the Poisson representation of inﬁnitely divisible random measures in
Section 5. By using these tools we prove in Section 6 the following absolute
continuity theorem (which is also of independent interest): the class of sets C such
that PmfXDACg ¼ 0 is the same for all mAMcðDÞ:3 Condition 3.3.A for XDn follows
immediately from this theorem.
In Section 7 we investigate classes of X -harmonic functions related to positive
solutions of the equation Lu ¼ cðuÞ in E: Here we rely on the work of Salisbury and
Verzani [SaV99,SaV00]. (Since they used Le Gall’s Brownian snake, they were
restricted to the case cðuÞ ¼ u2=2:)
The simplest example of an X -harmonic function is the total mass HðmÞ ¼ /1; mS
and this is the only function proved to be extreme (in the case cðuÞ ¼ u2=2).
The proof, due to [Eva93], is based on investigating the tail s-algebra for the
H-transform. We present his proof (with some simpliﬁcations) in Section 8.
2. Superdiffusion
2.1
Let E be a subset of Rd : We denote byMðEÞ the set of all ﬁnite measures on E and
by BþðEÞ the class of all positive Borel functions on E:
The Green operator GD and the Poisson operator KD of a diffusion x in an open set
D are deﬁned by the formulae
GDf ðxÞ ¼ Px
Z tD
0
f ðxsÞ ds;
KDf ðxÞ ¼ Px1tDoNf ðxtDÞ: ð2:1Þ
Let c be a function from E  Rþ to Rþ: Suppose that to every open set DCE and
every mAMðEÞ there corresponds a random measure ðXD; PmÞ on Rd such that, for
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every fABþ;
Pme
	/f ;XDS ¼ e	/VDð f Þ;mS; ð2:2Þ
where u ¼ VDð f Þ satisﬁes the equation4
u þ GDcðuÞ ¼ KDf : ð2:3Þ
We call the family X ¼ ðXD; PmÞ an ðL;cÞ-superdiffusion and we call VD the
transition operators of X.
The existence of a ðL;cÞ-superdiffusion is proved for
cðx; uÞ ¼ bðxÞu2 þ
Z N
0
ðe	tu 	 1þ tuÞNðx; dtÞ ð2:4Þ
under broad conditions on a positive Borel function bðxÞ and a kernel N from E to
Rþ: It is sufﬁcient to assume that:
2.1.A.
bðxÞ;
Z N
1
tNðx; dtÞ and
Z 1
0
t2Nðx; dtÞ are bounded: ð2:5Þ
(see, e.g., [Dyn02, Theorem 4.2.1]).
We also use the following condition which does not follow from 2.1.A if n41:
2:1:Bn: Z N
1
tnNðx; dtÞ is bounded: ð2:6Þ
We say that N satisﬁes condition 2:1:BN if 2:1:Bn holds for all n:
Under conditions 2.1.A–2:1:Bn; the derivatives crðx; uÞ ¼ @
rcðx;uÞ
@ur exist for rpn:
Moreover,
c1ðx; uÞ ¼ 2bu þ
Z N
0
tð1	 e	tuÞNðx; dtÞ;
c2ðx; uÞ ¼ 2b þ
Z N
0
t2e	tuNðx; dtÞ;
ð	1Þrcrðx; uÞ ¼
Z N
0
tre	tuNðx; dtÞ for 2orpn ð2:7Þ
are positive and continuous in u: For every 1orpn; cr is bounded and c1 is
bounded on each set E  ½0; c
:
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2.2
Denote by M the s-algebra in MðEÞ generated by the functions FðmÞ ¼ /f ; mS
with fABþ and letF stand for the s-algebra in O generated by XD: It follows from
(2.2) that HðmÞ ¼ PmY is M-measurable for every F-measurable YX0: We use the
following Markov property of X :5 Suppose that YX0 is measurable with respect to
the s-algebraFCD generated by XD0 ; D0CD and ZX0 is measurable with respect to
the s-algebra F*D generated by XD00 ; D00*D: Then
PmðYZÞ ¼ PmðYPXD ZÞ: ð2:8Þ
2.3
Recall that a function H : McðEÞ-Rþ is X -harmonic if, for every D!E and
every mAMcðDÞ;
PmHðXDÞ ¼ HðmÞ: ð2:9Þ
To every positive L-harmonic function h there corresponds an X -harmonic function
HðmÞ ¼ /h; mS: ð2:10Þ
[The total mass /1; mS belongs to this class.] Another important class of X -
harmonic functions is deﬁned in terms of boundary functionals of X that is functions
YðoÞ which are measurable with respect to F*D for every D!E: [For instance,
FðXEÞ is a boundary functional for every M-measurable function F:] It follows from
(2.8) that if YX0 is a boundary functional and if HðmÞ ¼ PmY is ﬁnite, then H is an
X -harmonic function.
3. Exit boundary
3.1. Convex measurable spaces
Let ðZ;BZÞ be a measurable space. We say that a convex structure is introduced
into Z if a point zm (called the barycentre of m) is associated with every probability
measure m on BZ: A space ðZ;BZÞ with such a convex structure is called a convex
measurable space.
We say that z is an extreme point of Z and we write zAZe if z is not the barycentre
of a measure m unless m is concentrated at z: A convex measurable space Z is called a
simplex if Ze is measurable and each zAZ is a barycentre of one and only one
probability measure concentrated on Ze:
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Let ðZ;BZÞ and ðZ0;BZ0 Þ be convex measurable spaces and let j be a map from Z
to Z0: We say that j preserves the convex structure if j is measurable and if it
transforms the barycentre of measure m into the barycentre of the measure
m0ðBÞ ¼ mðj	1ðBÞÞ; BABZ0 :
We say that j is an isomorphism if it is invertible and j and j	1 preserve convex
structure.
Suppose that Z is a collection of functions from a set S to ½0;N
: Denote by BZ
the minimal s-algebra in Z which contains sets fz : zðsÞoag for all sAS; aAð0;NÞ:
We deﬁne the barycentre of m by the formula
zm ¼
Z
S
zðsÞmðdsÞ:
If zmAZ for every probability measure m; then Z is a convex measurable space.
3.2. Markov chains
Suppose ðEn;BnÞ; n ¼ 0; 1; 2;y is a sequence of measurable spaces. A Markov
transition function is a family of kernels pðr; x; n; BÞ; 0pron from ðEr;BrÞ to
ðEn;BnÞ such that
pðr; x; n; EnÞ ¼ 1 for all ron; xAEr
and Z
Ek
pðr; x; k; dyÞpðk; y; n; BÞ ¼ pðr; x: n; BÞ
for all rokon and all xAEr; BABn:
A sequence o ¼ fxr; xrþ1;yg where xnAEn is called a path with the birth time r:
We put aðoÞ ¼ r; XnðoÞ ¼ xn for nXr: For npr we put XnðoÞ ¼ w where w is a ‘‘pre-
birth state’’ (not in any En). Consider the space O of all paths and denote by
Fpr ½FXr
 the s-algebra in O generated by fXnðoÞABng with BnABn and
npr ½nXr
: To every xAEr there corresponds a probability measure Pr;x on FXr
such that
Pr;xfa ¼ r; Xr ¼ r; Xrþ1ABrþ1;y; XnABng
¼
Z
Brþ1
?
Z
Bn
pðr; x; r þ 1; dyrþ1Þypðn 	 1; yn	1; n; dynÞ
for all nXr; Brþ1ABrþ1;y; BnABn: This implies:
Pr;xfZjFpng ¼ Pn;Xn Z Pr;x-a:s: ð3:1Þ
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for rpn; ZAFXn: The family ðXn; Pr;xÞ is called a Markov chain with the transition
function p.
3.3. Exit laws
A sequence of positive measurable functions FnðxÞ; xAEn is called a p-exit law ifZ
En
pðm; x; n; dyÞF nðyÞ ¼ FmðxÞ for all mon; xAEr:
We denote EðpÞ the set of all p-exit laws and we put FAEðp; cÞ if FAEðpÞ and
F0ðcÞ ¼ 1:
Suppose that p satisﬁes the condition:
3.3.A. If pð0; c; n; BÞ ¼ 0; then pðm; x; n; BÞ ¼ 0 for all x and all mon:
It is proved in [Dyn78], Section 10.2 that, under condition 3.2.A, the set Eðp; cÞ is a
simplex.
3.4. F-transform
Suppose that FAEðp; cÞ: Formula
pF ðm; x; n; BÞ ¼ 1
F mðxÞ
Z
B
pðm; x; n; dyÞFnðyÞ ð3:2Þ
deﬁnes a transition function in E˜n ¼ En-fFn40g: The corresponding Markov
chain ðXn;PFr;xÞ is called the F-transform of ðXn;Pr;xÞ:
3.5. Tail s-algebra
The intersectionFT ofFXr over all r is called the tail s-algebra. If ZAFT; then
(3.1) holds for measures PFr;x and therefore
Z ¼ lim
n-N
PFn;Xn Z P
F
r;x-a:s: ð3:3Þ
An exit law FAEðp; cÞ is extreme if and only if PFr;xðCÞ ¼ 0 or 1 for all CAFT:6
3.6. Markov chains associated with diffusions and superdiffusions
To construct such chains we ﬁx a sequence Dn exhausting E and we put
En ¼ EWDn; Mn ¼MðEnÞ; xn ¼ xDn ; Xn ¼ XDn :
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Note that xn is a Markov chain with the transition function
pðr; x; n; BÞ ¼ PxðxnABÞ; xAEr; BCEn: ð3:4Þ
We call it the chain associated with the diffusion ðxt;PxÞ:
The Markov property (2.8) of a superdiffusion implies that Xn is a Markov chain
with the transition function
Pðr; m; n; BÞ ¼ PmðXnABÞ; mAMr; BCMn: ð3:5Þ
We call it the chain associated with the superdiffusion ðXD; PmÞ:
The tail s-algebra for the chain Xn coincides with the intersection ofF*D over all
D!E and therefore it does not depend on the choice of Dn: (The tail s-algebra for xn
also does not depend on this choice.)
Consider a Markov chain ðXn;Pr;mÞ associated with a superdiffusion ðXD; PmÞ:
If H is X -harmonic and if Fn is the restriction of H to Mn; then F is a P-exit law.
If HAHðX ; cÞ and if cAD1; then FAEðP; dcÞ: This way we deﬁne a mapping
j : HðX ; cÞ-EðP; dcÞ: On the other hand, if mon; then, by the Markov property
(3.1), PmF
nðXnÞ ¼ PmPXm F nðXnÞ ¼ PmFmðXmÞ and therefore, if FAEðP; dcÞ;
then PmF
nðXnÞ does not depend on n: We deﬁne H ¼ iðFÞ by the formula
HðmÞ ¼ PmF nðXnÞ:
Every D!E is contained in Dn for sufﬁciently large n; and, by the Markov property,
PmHðXDÞ ¼ PmPXD F nðXnÞ ¼ PmF nðXnÞ ¼ HðmÞ:
Hence, HAHðX ; cÞ and we have a map i : EðP; dcÞ-HðX ; cÞ: Clearly, i is the inverse
for j and both mappings preserve the convex structure. It follows from the absolute
continuity theorem (to be proved in Section 6) that P satisﬁes condition 3.3.A and
therefore the class EðP; dcÞ is a simplex. Since Hðp; cÞ is isomorphic to EðP; dcÞ; we
get:
Theorem 3.1. The set HðX ; cÞ is a simplex.
Remark 3.1. Suppose that F ¼ jðHÞ: Since H is extreme if and only if F is extreme,
we conclude that H is an extreme element of HðX ; cÞ if and only if PFr;mðCÞ ¼ 0 or 1
for all elements C of the tail s-algebra.
By the deﬁnition of a simplex, every HAHðX ; cÞ is the barycentre of one and only
one probability measure m on the set Gc ¼ HeðX ; cÞ of all extreme elements of
HðX ; cÞ: This can be expressed by the formula
HðmÞ ¼
Z
Gc
KgðmÞmðdgÞ; ð3:6Þ
where Kg is an extreme element of HðX ; cÞ corresponding to gAG:
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We call the set G of all extreme points of HðX ; cÞ the exit boundary of X .
(A deﬁnition independent of c will be given in Section 6.2.)
4. Moment formula
The results of this section will be used, both, for proving the absolute continuity
theorem and for studying X -harmonic functions related to solutions of semilinear
equations. First, we prove a recursive formula for the moments. This is a
modiﬁcation of a formula established by Salisbury and Verzani [SaV99] for the
case cðuÞ ¼ u2=2 (in terms of a Brownian snake). We deduce from the recursive
formula a diagram description of the moments. This is a generalization of the
diagram method developed in [Dyn88,Dyn91b].
4.1. Recursive moment formula
Denote by jCj the cardinality of a ﬁnite set C and denote by PrðCÞ the set of all
partitions of C into r disjoint nonempty subsets C1;y; Cr: Let PðCÞ stand for the
union of P1ðCÞ;y;PjCjðCÞ:
Let u be a positive locally bounded function on E and let D!E: We consider an
L-diffusion xu˜ in E with the killing rate u˜ ¼ c0ðVDðuÞÞ: Green’s and Poisson’s
operators in D of the process xu˜ are given by the formulae
GuDvðxÞ ¼ Px
Z tD
0
exp 	
Z t
0
u˜ðxsÞ ds
 
vðxtÞ dt ð4:1Þ
and
KuDvðxÞ ¼ Px exp 	
Z tD
0
u˜ðxsÞ ds
 
vðxtDÞ: ð4:2Þ
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that X is a ðL; xÞ-superdiffusion in E with c of the form (2.4)
subject to conditions 2.1.A–2:1:Bn: Let D!E: If u; v1;y; vnABþð %DÞ and if u is
bounded, then, for every mAMcðDÞ;
Pme
	/u;XDS
Y
iAC
/vi; XDS ¼ e	/VDðuÞ;mS
X
PðCÞ
/zC1 ; mSy/zCr ; mS; ð4:3Þ
where zC are defined recursively by the formula
zC ¼ KuDvi for C ¼ fig;
zC ¼ GuD
X
rX2
qr
X
PrðCÞ
zC1yzCr
2
4
3
5 for jCj41 ð4:4Þ
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with
q1 ¼ 1; qrðxÞ ¼ ð	1Þrcrðx; VDðuÞðxÞÞ for rX2: ð4:5Þ
Formula (2.1) can be considered as a particular case of (4.3). Other special
cases
Pm/v; XDS ¼ /KDv; mS;
Pm/v1; XDS/v2; XDS ¼ /GD½q2ðKDv1ÞðKDv2Þ
; mSþ/KDv1; mS/KDv2; mS; ð4:6Þ
Pme
	/u;XDS/v; XDS ¼ e	/VDðuÞ;mS/KuDv; mS ð4:7Þ
were widely used by many authors. Expression (4.3) with u ¼ 0 was obtained, ﬁrst, in
[Dyn88].
Proof. (1) If u is bounded, then VDðuÞ is bounded because VDðuÞpKDu by (2.3), and
u˜ is bounded by 2.1.A–2:1:Bn and (2.7).
Let C ¼ f1;y; ng: It is sufﬁcient to prove the theorem for
uXa40; vipboN on %D: ð4:8Þ
Indeed, suppose that (4.3)–(4.4) hold for uc ¼ u31c and vci ¼ vi4c: Note that u˜c are
uniformly bounded and converge to u˜: By passing to the limit as c-N and by using
the monotone convergence and the dominated convergence theorems, we establish
that these relations hold for u and vi: [We use that PxftDoNg ¼ 1 for a bounded
domain D and that, by 2:1:Bn; crðVDðucÞÞ-crðVDðuÞÞ for rpn:]
(2) We consider functions flðxÞ ¼ f ðl; xÞ where l ¼ ðl1;y; lnÞ with 0plip1 and
xA %D: Put
lc ¼ lc11 ylcnn ; jlj ¼ l1 þyþ ln; jcj ¼ c1 þyþ cn
for c ¼ ðc1;y; cnÞ and let
Dli ¼
@
@li
; Dcl ¼
Y
i
Dcili :
Denote by An the set of functions f ðl; xÞ on ½0; 1
n  %D such that Dclf is bounded
for jcjpn:
Consider functions
ylðxÞ ¼ uðxÞ þ l1v1ðxÞ þ?þ lnvnðxÞ; jðl; xÞ ¼ Pxe	/yl;XDS:
It follows from (2.2) that Pme
	/yl;XDS ¼ /jl; mS for every mAMcðDÞ:
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Under condition (4.8),
e	/yl;XDS
Yn
1
/vi; XDScipbjcje	a/1;XDS/1; XDSjcj ð4:9Þ
is bounded and therefore
ð	1Þjcj/Dcljl; mS ¼ Pme	/yl;XDS
Yn
1
/vi; XDSci : ð4:10Þ
It follows from (4.9) that jAAn for every n: By (2.2),
/jl; mS ¼ e	/zl;mS; ð4:11Þ
where
zl ¼ VDðylÞ: ð4:12Þ
Since zl is bounded on %D; inf jl on %D is strictly positive. Therefore z ¼ 	log j
belongs to class An:
(3) We write fB0 if
f ðl; xÞ ¼
Xn
1
l2i Qiðl; xÞ þ jljneðl; xÞ;
where Qi are polynomials in l with coefﬁcients that are bounded Borel functions
in x and eðl; xÞ is a bounded function tending to 0 as l-0: We write f1Bf2 if
f1 	 f2B0:
For every subset B of C ¼ ð1;y; nÞ; denote by lB the product of li; iAB and put
fB ¼ DBl f evaluated at l ¼ 0 where DBl is the product of Dli over iAB: It follows
from Taylor’s formula, that, if fAAn; then
f ðl; xÞBf ð0; xÞ þ
X
B
lBfBðxÞ;
where B runs over all nonempty subsets of C:
(4) Since j and z belong to An;
jBj0 þ
X
B
ð	1ÞjBjlBjB ð4:13Þ
and
zBz0 þ
X
B
ð	1ÞjBj	1 lBzB ð4:14Þ
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with bounded jB and zB: Moreover, ð	1ÞjBjjB is equal to DBl jl at l ¼ 0: Note that
DBl/jl; mS ¼ /DBl jl; mS and, by (4.10),
ð	1ÞjBj/jB; mS ¼ Pme	/u;XDS
Y
iAB
/vi; XDS: ð4:15Þ
For every constant c; eclBB1þ clB: Therefore (4.11) and (4.14) imply
/jl; mSBe
	/z0;mS
Y
B
½1þ ð	1ÞjBjlB/zB; mS
:
The coefﬁcient at lC in this product is equal to
ð	1ÞjCje	oz0;mS
X
PðCÞ
/zC1 ; mSy/zCr ; mS:
On the other hand, by (4.13), this coefﬁcient is equal to ð	1ÞjCj/jC ; mS: Since
z0 ¼ VDðUÞ; formula (4.3) follows from (4.15).
(5) By Taylor’s formula and by (2.4) and (2.7),
cðzlÞ ¼ cðz0Þ þ c1ðz0Þðzl 	 z0Þ þ
Xn
r¼2
1
r!
crðz0Þðzl 	 z0Þr þ Rlðzl 	 z0Þn; ð4:16Þ
where
RlðxÞ ¼ 1
n!
Z N
0
tnðe	tzˆ 	 e	tz0ÞNðx; dtÞ
with zˆ on the line segment connecting z0 and zl: By (4.14),
ðzl 	 z0ÞrB
X
B1;y;Br
Yr
1
ð	1ÞjBi j	1lBi zBi ¼ r!
X
B
ð	1ÞjBj	r lB
X
PrðBÞ
zB1yzBr : ð4:17Þ
By (4.16) and (4.17),
cðzlÞBcðz0Þ þ u˜
Xn
1
lizi þ u˜
X
jBjX2
ð	1ÞjBj	1lBzB
þ
X
rX2
qr
X
B
lB
X
PrðBÞ
ð	1ÞjBjzB1yzBr : ð4:18Þ
By (2.3) and (4.12), zl þ GDcðzlÞ ¼ KDyl: By using (4.16) and (4.18) and by
comparing the coefﬁcients at lB; we get
zi þ GDðu˜ziÞ ¼ KDvi for i ¼ 1;y; n ð4:19Þ
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and
zB þ GDðu˜zBÞ ¼
X
rX2
GD qr
X
PrðBÞ
zB1yzBr
2
4
3
5 for jBjX2: ð4:20Þ
It follows from Theorem 13.16 in [Dyn65]7 that
zðxÞ ¼ KuDvðxÞ
is a unique solution of the integral equation
z þ GDðu˜zÞ ¼ KDv
and
f ¼ GuDr
is a unique solution of the equation
f þ GDðu˜f Þ ¼ GDu:
Therefore, Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20) imply (4.4). &
4.2. Diagrams
We deduce from Theorem 4.1 a description of moments in terms of a certain class
of labelled directed graphs.
We consider a directed graph F with the set of arrows A and the set of sites S: We
write a : s-s0 if the arrow a begins at s and ends at s0: For every sAS; we denote by
aþðsÞ the number of arrows ending at s and by a	ðsÞ the number of arrows beginning
at s: We assume that S ¼ S	,S0,Sþ where
S	 ¼ fs : aþðsÞ ¼ 0; a	ðsÞ ¼ 1g;
S0 ¼ fs : aþðsÞ ¼ 1; a	ðsÞ41g;
Sþ ¼ fs : aþðsÞ ¼ 1; a	ðsÞ ¼ 0g: ð4:21Þ
We call elements of S	 entrances and elements of Sþ exits.
We say that a0 dominates a (and a is dominated by a0) if there exist arrows
a0; a1;y; ak such that a ¼ a0; a0 ¼ ak and the end of ai	1 coincides with the
beginning of ai for i ¼ 1;y; k: We say that a is an entrance arrow if it does not
dominate any other arrow and that a is an exit arrow if it is not dominated by any
other arrow.
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Suppose that a linear operator LðaÞ in BþðEÞ is associated with every arrow a of
graph F ; that the exit set Sþ is ordered and that a function qrABþðEÞ is given for
r ¼ 1; 2;y : A combination L ¼ fF ; an order in Sþ; L; qrg is called a diagram L
with the frame F, the labels L and the multiplicities q.
Suppose that a replica BsþðEÞ of the set BþðEÞ is attached to every site sAS: We
interpret LðaÞ for a : s-s0 as a map from Bs0þðEÞ to BsþðEÞ (an action opposite to the
direction of a!). We mark sites s by elements cðsÞABsþðEÞ in such a way that, if
a	ðsÞ ¼ r and if ai : s-si; i ¼ 1;y; r are the arrows starting from s; then
cðsÞ ¼ qr
Yr
1
LðaiÞcðsiÞ: ð4:22Þ
If ðs1;y; snÞ is the ordered set Sþ and if cðsiÞ ¼ vi; then we call v ¼ ðv1;y; vnÞ the
input of L: Clearly, it determines the function c; in particular, it determines the
restriction of c to the entrance set S	 which we call the output of L: We write
w ¼ LLðvÞ if v is the input and w is the output of L:
The connected components F1;y; Fr of F are rooted trees (the root of Fi is its
single entrance arrow.) Consider the corresponding partition of the exit set C of F
into exit sets Ci of Fi: We say that two orders in C are equivalent if they induce the
same partition of C: We do not distinguish diagrams obtained from each other by
replacing the order of the exit set by any equivalent order. (The outputs of
indistinguishable diagrams coincide up to the order in S	 which we do not need to
specify.)
If the number of arrows in F is bigger than 1, then, by removing from F the single
entrance arrow a : s-s0; we get rX2 connected frames Fi with the exit sets C1;y; Cr
which form a partition of the exit set C of F : We write F : a-fF1;y; Frg:
For every function f from a ﬁnite set C to BþðEÞ and for every measure mAMðEÞ;
we put
/f ; mS ¼
Y
sAC
/f ðsÞ; mS:
For every class K of diagrams we denote by KðF ; v; mÞ the sum of /LLðvÞ; mS
over all LAK with the frame F and input v:
4.3. Diagram description of moments
Let D!E: Denote byKðu; DÞ the class of diagrams with multiplicities qr given by
(4.5), with the exit arrows labelled by KuD and the rest of arrows labelled by G
u
D (G
u
D
and KuD are deﬁned by (4.1) and (4.2)). We use the name ðu; DÞ-diagrams
for diagrams of class Kðu; DÞ: Note that L is a ðu; DÞ-diagram if and only if all
its connected components are ðu; DÞ-diagrams. If F : a-fF1;y; Frg; then L is a
ðu; DÞ-diagram with frame F if and only if the restrictions of L to all sets Fi are
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ðu; DÞ-diagrams. By (4.22),
KðF ; v; mÞ ¼ GuD qr
X
PrðCÞ
KðF1; vC1 ; mÞyKðFr; vCr ; mÞ
2
4
3
5: ð4:23Þ
Theorem 4.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, for every mAMðDÞ;
Pme
	/u;XDS/v1; XDSy/vn; XDS ¼ e	/VDðuÞ;mS
X
L
/LLðvÞ; mS; ð4:24Þ
where L runs over all distinguishable fu; Dg-diagrams with the ordered exit set
ðs1;y; snÞ:
Proof. We get (4.24) from (4.3) if we demonstrate thatX
PðCÞ
/zC1 ; mSy/zCr ; mS ¼
X
L
/LLðvÞ; mS: ð4:25Þ
The right side is equal to the sum of KðF ; v; mÞ over all frames F with the exit set
fs1;y; sng: We split this sum into the parts corresponding to each partition of F into
connected components F1;y; Fr which are in 1–1 correspondence with the elements
of PðCÞ: To prove (4.25) it is sufﬁcient to note that zCi ¼KðFi; vCi ; mÞ satisfy the
condition (4.4). The ﬁrst part of (4.4) holds because a diagram L with a sing e exit i
consists of a single arrow a : s-s0 and the output of L corresponding to the input vi
is equal to KuDvi: The second part of (4.4) follows from (4.23). &
5. Inﬁnitely divisible random measures
Another tool needed to get the absolute continuity theorem is the Poisson
representation of exit measures.
5.1. Laplace functionals of infinitely divisible measures
Suppose that ðE;BÞ is a measurable space and let M ¼MðEÞ be the space of all
ﬁnite measures on E: We denote by BM the s-algebra in M generated by the
functions FðnÞ ¼ nðBÞ; BAB: We say that ðX ; PÞ is a random measure on E if X is a
measurable mapping from ðO;F; PÞ to ðM;BMÞ and P is a probability measure on
ðO;FÞ: We say that ðX ; PÞ is infinitely divisible if, for every n; there exist independent
identically distributed random measures ðX1; PÞ;y; ðXn; PÞ such that X1 þyþ Xn
has the same probability distribution as X :
The probability distribution P of ðX ; PÞ is a measure on ðM;BMÞ deﬁned
by the formula PðCÞ ¼ PfXACg: It is determined uniquely by the Laplace
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functional
LX ð f Þ ¼ Pe	/f ;XS ¼
Z
M
e	/f ;nSPðdnÞ; fABþ: ð5:1Þ
[Bþ stands for the class of all positive B-measurable functions.] X is inﬁnitely
divisible if and only if, for every n; there exists a random measure ðY ; PÞ such that
LX ¼ LnY : It follows from (2.2) that this condition holds for exit measures ðXD; PmÞ:
Hence these measures are inﬁnitely divisible. It is clear that a random measure is
inﬁnitely divisible if its Laplace functional has the form
LX ð f Þ ¼ exp 	/f ; gS	
Z
M
ð1	 e	/f ;nSÞRðdnÞ

 
; ð5:2Þ
where g is a measure on S and R is a measure on M: Suppose ðE;BÞ is a Luzin
space.8 Then the Laplace functional of an arbitrary inﬁnitely divisible random
measure X has the form (5.2) (see, e.g., [Kal77] or [Daw93]). We can assume that
Rf0g ¼ 0:
It follows from (5.1) and (5.2) that, for every constant l40;
l/1; gSþ
Z
M
ð1	 e	l/1;nSÞRðdnÞp	 log Pe	l/1;XS:
The right side tends to 	logPfX ¼ 0g as l-N: We arrive at the following
result.
Theorem 5.1. If a random measure ðX ; PÞ on a Luzin space E satisfies the
condition
PfX ¼ 0g40; ð5:3Þ
then there exists a finite measure R on E such that:
(a) Rf0g ¼ 0;
(b) for every fABþ;
Pe	/f ;XS ¼ exp 	
Z
M
ð1	 e	/f ;nSÞRðdnÞ

 
: ð5:4Þ
By using the multiplicative systems theorem, it is easy to prove that R is
determined uniquely by conditions (a)–(b). We call R the canonical measure for
ðX ; PÞ:
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5.2. Poisson random measure
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that R is a finite measure on a measurable space ðS;BÞ: Then
there exists a random measure ðY ; QÞ on S with the properties:
(a) YðB1Þ;y; Y ðBnÞ are independent for disjoint B1;y; Bn;
(b) Y ðBÞ is a Poisson random variable with the mean RðBÞ; i.e.,
QfY ðBÞ ¼ ng ¼ 1
n!
RðBÞne	RðBÞ for n ¼ 0; 1; 2;y :
The Laplace functional of ðY ; QÞ has an expression
LY ðFÞ ¼ exp 	
Z
S
ð1	 e	FðzÞÞRðdzÞ

 
for FABþ: ð5:5Þ
Proof. Consider independent identically distributed random elements Z1;y; Zn;y
of S with the probability distribution %RðBÞ ¼ RðBÞ=RðSÞ: Let N be the Poisson
random variable with mean value RðSÞ independent of Z1;y; Zn;y: Put Y ðBÞ ¼
1BðZ1Þ þ?þ 1BðZNÞ: A simple computation shows that, if F ¼ F1 þyþ Fn;
F1;y; FnABþ and if FiFj ¼ 0 for iaj; then
Qe	/F ;YS ¼ exp
Xn
i¼1
eFðziÞ	1RðdziÞ
" #
:
All the statements of the theorem follow from this formula. &
We conclude from (5.5) that ðY ; QÞ is an inﬁnitely divisible random measure. It is
called the Poisson random measure with intensityR. This is an integer-valued measure
concentrated on a ﬁnite random set.
5.3. Poisson representation of infinitely divisible measures
Theorem 5.3. Let ðX ; PÞ be an infinitely divisible measure on a Luzin space E with the
canonical measureR: Consider the Poisson random measure ðY ; QÞ on S ¼MðEÞ with
intensity R and put X˜ðBÞ ¼ RM nðBÞYðdnÞ: The random measure ðX˜; QÞ has the same
probability distribution as ðX ; PÞ and we have
PfXACg ¼ QfX˜ACg ¼
XN
0
1
n!
e	RðMÞ
Z
Rðdn1ÞyRðdnnÞ1Cðn1 þyþ nnÞ: ð5:6Þ
Proof. Note that /f ; X˜S ¼ /F ; YS where FðnÞ ¼ /f ; nS and, by (5.5), we get
LX˜ð f Þ ¼ Qe	/f ;X˜S ¼ Qe	/F ;YS ¼ exp 	
Z
M
ð1	 e	/f ;nSÞRðdnÞ

 
¼ LX ð f Þ:
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This implies the ﬁrst part of the theorem. The second part follows from
the expression Y ðBÞ ¼ 1BðZ1Þ þ?þ 1BðZNÞ for Y introduced in the proof of
Theorem 5.2. &
6. Absolute continuity results for exit measures
6.1
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that c satisfies conditions 2.1.A–2:1:Bn; a domain D!E is
bounded and smooth and uABþðEÞ: Then, for every vABð@DnÞ and every mAMcðDÞ;
Pme
	/u;XDS
Z
En
vðz1;y; znÞXDðdz1ÞyXDðznÞ
¼ e	/VDðuÞ;mS
X
L
Z
En
rLDðm; z1;y; znÞvðz1;y; znÞsðdz1ÞysðdznÞ; ð6:1Þ
where L runs over all distinguishable fu; Dg-diagrams with the ordered exit set
ðs1;y; snÞ; rLD40 and s is the surface area on @D:
Proof. By the multiplicative systems theorem, it is sufﬁcient to prove (6.1) for
vðz1;y; znÞ ¼ v1ðz1ÞyvnðznÞ:
Note that
GuDvðxÞ ¼
Z
D
guDðx; yÞvðyÞ dy;
KuDvðxÞ ¼
Z
@D
kuDðx; zÞsðdzÞ; ð6:2Þ
where guDðx; yÞ is Green’s function and kuDðx; zÞ is the Poisson kernel for x %u in D: Both
guD and k
u
D are strictly positive.
The set A of arrows of a diagram L is the union of four sets A7; A	; A0; Aþ where
A7 ¼ fsAS	; s0ASþg; A	 ¼ fsAS	; s0AS0g;
A0 ¼ fsAS0; s0AS0g; Aþ ¼ fsAS0; s0ASþg: ð6:3Þ
The set A7 consists of arrows which are at the same time entrances and exits. Each
element of this set is a connected component of the graph. Arrows which are neither
exits nor entrances form the set A0:
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Let a : s-s0: Denote the labels of s and s0 by
xs; zs0 if aAA7;
xs; ys0 if aAA	;
ys; zs0 if aAAþ;
ys; ys0 if aAA0: ð6:4Þ
It follows from (4.22) that
/LLðvÞ; mS ¼
Y
aAA7
Z
mðdxsÞkuDðxs; zs0 Þ
Y
aAA	
Z
mðdxsÞguDðxs; ys0 ÞY
aAAþ
kuDðys; zs0 Þ
Y
sAS0
qa	ðsÞðysÞ dys
Y
aAA0
guDðys; ys0 Þ40: ð6:5Þ
Therefore (6.1) follows from (4.24). &
Corollary 6.11. Consider measures
snðdznÞ ¼ sðdz1ÞysðdznÞ
and
FnDðm; CÞ ¼ Pm
Z
XDðdz1ÞyXDðdznÞ1Cðz1;y; znÞ:
on ð@DÞn: If D is bounded and smooth, then, for every mAMcðDÞ; FnDðm; CÞ ¼ 0 if and
only if snðCÞ ¼ 0:
To prove this statement, it is sufﬁcient to apply (6.1) to u ¼ 0 and v ¼ 1C :
Theorem 6.2. If c satisfies conditions 2.1.A–2:1:BN and if D is an arbitrary domain,
then the class of null sets of the measure
PDðm; CÞ ¼ PmfXDACg ð6:6Þ
is the same for all mAMcðDÞ:
Proof. It follows from (2.8) that, if D˜CD; then
PDðm; CÞ ¼ PmPDðXD˜; CÞ: ð6:7Þ
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Formula (2.2) implies that ðXD; PmÞ is an inﬁnitely divisible measure. Denote by
RDðm; Þ its canonical measure and put
ZDðmÞ ¼ e	RDðm;MÞ;
f nDðx1;y; xn; CÞ ¼
Z
Rðx1; dn1ÞyRðxn; dnnÞ1Cðn1 þ?þ nnÞ; ð6:8Þ
where Rðx; Þ ¼ Rðdx; Þ: It follows from (2.2) that, for every mAM;
Rðm; BÞ ¼
Z
E
Rðx; BÞmðdxÞ: ð6:9Þ
By (5.6), (6.9) and (6.8),
PDðm; CÞ ¼
XN
n¼0
1
n!
ZDðmÞ
Z
mðdx1ÞymðdxnÞf mD ðx1;y; xn; CÞ: ð6:10Þ
Every mAMcðDÞ is concentrated on the closure of a bounded smooth domain
D˜!D: By (6.10) and (6.7),
PDðm; CÞ ¼
XN
n¼0
1
n!
PmZDðX˜DÞ
Z
XD˜ðdx1ÞyXD˜ðdxnÞf nDðx1;y; xn; CÞ: ð6:11Þ
The condition PDðm; CÞ ¼ 0 is equivalent to the condition: for every n;
ZDðX˜DÞ
Z
XD˜ðdx1ÞyXD˜ðdxnÞf nDðx1;y; xn; CÞ ¼ 0; Pm-a:s:
Since ZD40; this is equivalent to the condition: for every n;
Pm
Z
XD˜ðdx1ÞyXD˜ðdxnÞf nDðx1;y; xn; CÞ ¼ 0: ð6:12Þ
Let *s be the surface area on @D˜: By Corollary 6.1, condition (6.12) holds if and only
if f nD ¼ 0 *sn-a.e. Hence the class of C such that PDðm; CÞ ¼ 0 does not depend on
mAMcðDÞ: &
6.2
The following result follows at once from Theorem 6.2.
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Theorem 6.3. Put HþðXÞ ¼ HðX ÞWf0g: If HAHþðXÞ; then HðmÞ40 for all
mAMcðEÞ:
Proof. The condition HðmÞ ¼ 0 is equivalent to the condition PDðm; CÞ ¼ 0 where
C ¼ fn: HðnÞ ¼ 0g: &
For every cAE; we have a unique representation of HAHþðX Þ in the form
H ¼ lH0 where H0AHðX ; cÞ and l is a constant. Therefore, formula (3.6) implies:
every HAHðXÞ has a unique representation
HðmÞ ¼
Z
Gc
KgðmÞmðdgÞ; ð6:13Þ
whereKg is an extreme element of HðX ; cÞ corresponding to gAGc and m is a ﬁnite
measure on Gc:
We say that HAHþðX Þ is an extreme element of HðX Þ and we write HAHeðXÞ if
the conditions H˜pH; H˜AHðXÞ imply that H˜ ¼ const: H: If HAHeðXÞ; then
lHAHeðX Þ is extreme for every l40: For an arbitrary cAE and every HAHeðX Þ;
the ray lH intersects with HeðX ; cÞ at a single point. Therefore we can interpret the
exit space of X as the set G of rays in HeðXÞ:
7. Functions Hu and Hu;v
7.1
We denote by U the class of all positive functions uAC2ðEÞ such that
Lu ¼ cðuÞ in E: ð7:1Þ
Assume that c satisﬁes conditions:
7.1.A. For every x; cðx; Þ is convex and cðx; 0Þ ¼ 0; cðx; uÞ40 for u40:
7.1.B. cðx; uÞ is continuously differentiable.
7.1.C. c is locally Lipschitz continuous in u uniformly in x: for every tARþ; there
exists a constant ct such that
jcðx; u1Þ 	 cðx; u2Þjpctju1 	 u2j for all xAE; u1; u2A½0; t
:
Under these conditions U coincides with the class of positive locally bounded
functions u which satisfy the condition VDðuÞ ¼ u for D!E:9 By comparing (2.2)
and (2.9), we get:
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Theorem 7.1. If uAU; then the function
HuðmÞ ¼ e	/u;mS ð7:2Þ
is X-harmonic.
Proof. By (2.2)
PmHuðXDÞ ¼ e	/VDðuÞ;mS ¼ e	/u;mS ¼ HuðmÞ
and therefore Hu is X -harmonic. &
Function 1	 Hu is also X -harmonic.
7.2
To construct a larger family of X -harmonic functions related to uAU; we use the
Green’s operator of xu in E which can be described by the formula
GuEvðxÞ ¼
Z N
0
dt
Z
E
pu˜t ðx; dyÞvðyÞ ð7:3Þ
through the transition function pu˜yðx; dyÞ of xu˜ or by the formula10
GuEvðxÞ ¼ Px
Z z
0
exp 	
Z t
0
u˜ðxsÞ ds
 
vðxtÞ dt ð7:4Þ
in terms of the diffusion x (z is the death time of x).
Theorem 7.2. Suppose that uAU and v1;y; vn are positive solutions of the
equation
Lv ¼ c0ðuÞv in E: ð7:5Þ
Define zC recursively by the formula
zC ¼ vi for C ¼ fig;
zC ¼ GuE
X
rX2
qr
X
PrðCÞ
zC1yzCr
2
4
3
5 for jCj41 ð7:6Þ
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with qr given by (4.5). If
Hu;vðmÞ ¼ e	/u;mS
X
PðCÞ
/zC1 ; mSy/zCr ; mSoN for all mAMcðEÞ; ð7:7Þ
then Hu;v is an X-harmonic function.
Remark. Condition (7.5) is equivalent to the condition
KuDv ¼ v for all D!E: ð7:8Þ
This follows, for instance, from Theorem 6.3.1 in [Dyn02].
Proof. Consider a sequence Dn exhausting E and put
Yn ¼ e	/u;XDnS
Y
iAC
/vi; XDnS
and
HnðmÞ ¼ PmYn:
By Theorem 4.1
HnðmÞ ¼ e	/u;mS
X
PðCÞ
/znC1 ; mSy/z
n
Cr
; mS; ð7:9Þ
where znC ¼ KuDn vi ¼ vi for C ¼ fig and
znC ¼ GuDn
X
rX2
qr
X
PrðCÞ
znC1yz
n
Cr
2
4
3
5 for jCj41: ð7:10Þ
Note that GuDn fnmG
u
E f if fn-f : We conclude from (7.10) that z
n
CmzC where zC satisfy
(7.6). By (7.9), HnmHu;v: Since H
n is X -harmonic in Dn; Hu;v is harmonic in E: &
Remark. We say that L is a fu; Eg-diagram if qr are given by (4.5), the exit arrows
are labelled by the identity operator I and the rest of arrows are labelled by GuE :
Formula (7.7) implies the following diagram expression for Hu;v:
Hu;v ¼ e	/u;mS
X
L
/LLðvÞ; mS; ð7:11Þ
where L runs over all distinguishable fu; Eg-diagrams with the ordered exit set
ðs1;y; snÞ [cf. (4.25)].
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7.3
If supPxzoN (in particular, if E is a bounded domain), then GuE f is bounded for
every bounded f : Therefore Hu;v is bounded for every bounded v: For unbounded v;
we have the following result:
Theorem 7.3. Let E be a bounded smooth domain and let
viðxÞ ¼ kuEðx; ziÞ; i ¼ 1;y; n; ð7:12Þ
where z1;y; zn are distinct points of @E: Then Hu;vðmÞoN for all mAMcðEÞ:
Moreover, for every e40; Hu;v is bounded on the set MðEeÞ where Ee ¼
fx : dðx; @EÞ4eg:
Proof. (1) Put kðx; zÞ ¼ k0Eðx; zÞ and gðx; yÞ ¼ g0Eðx; yÞ: It follows from (4.1), (4.2)
and (6.2) that kuEðx; ziÞpkðx; ziÞ and guEðx; yÞpg0Eðx; yÞ: Therefore, it is sufﬁcient to
prove our statement for the case u ¼ 0: We need only to check that LLðvÞ is bounded
on Ee for every ðu; EÞ-diagram L with the ordered exit set ðs1;y; snÞ:
Put tg s if there exist arrows a1 : s-t1; a2 : t1-t2;y; ak : tk-t: For every
sASWSþ; denote by AðsÞ the set of all exits tgs: For sASþ; put AðsÞ ¼ fsg: We
show that, for every sAS;
cðsÞðxÞpC
Y
siAAðsÞ
jx 	 zij1	d ð7:13Þ
(C depends on z1;y; zn).
(2) We use the following bounds for the Poisson kernel and Green’s function
(see, e.g. [Dyn02]): for all xAE; zA@E;
kðx; zÞpCdðx; @EÞjx 	 zj	d ð7:14Þ
and, for all x; yAE;
gðx; yÞpCGðx 	 yÞ; ð7:15Þ
where C is a constant depending only on E and the operator L and
GðxÞ ¼
jxj2	d for dX3;
	log jxj31 for d ¼ 2;
1 for d ¼ 1:
8><
>: ð7:16Þ
Bound (7.14) implies
kðx; zÞpCjx 	 zj1	d : ð7:17Þ
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Hence (7.13) holds for sASþ: We prove that (7.13) holds for s if it holds for all s0gs:
To this end we use the following well-known bounds for the convolutions of negative
powers:11 for every constants R40 and a; b40 such that a þ b4d; there exists a
constant C such thatZ
jy	zjpR
jx 	 yj	ajy 	 zj	b dypCjx 	 zjd	a	b: ð7:18Þ
By (7.15) and (7.17),Z
E
gðx; yÞjy 	 zj1	d dypCjx 	 zj1	d for xAE; zA@E: ð7:19Þ
This implies that, for every distinct points z1;y; zkA@E;Z
E
gðx; yÞ
Yk
1
jy 	 zij1	d dypC
Xk
1
jx 	 zij1	d : ð7:20Þ
Indeed, (7.20) is true for k ¼ 1 by (7.19). If the minimal distance between two distinct
points zi; zj is equal to d40; then every yAE is at the distance Xd=2 from some of
points zi and therefore (7.20) holds for k if it holds for k 	 1:
Suppose that seSþ and let a1 : s-t1;y; am : s-tr is the set of all arrows
starting from s: It follows from (4.22) and (7.20) that (7.13) is true for s if it is
true for t1;y; tr: &
7.4
For an arbitrary domain E we have an alternative:
Theorem 7.4. Either Hu;vðmÞoN for all mAMcðEÞ or Hu;vðmÞ ¼N for all non-zero
mAMcðEÞ:
Proof. (1) The strong maximum principle12 implies that, if a positive solution of
Eq. (7.5) vanishes at some point of E; then it vanishes everywhere. If vi ¼ 0 for some
i; then Hu;vðmÞ ¼ 0 for all m: Therefore without any loss of generality we can assume
that all vi are strictly positive.
(2) For every positive locally bounded function f ; GuE f is either locally bounded or
is equal identically toN (see, e.g., [Dyn98, Theorem 7.2]). Since LðaÞ is equal either I
or GuD an analogous statement is true for all operators LðaÞ:
(3) If Hu;vðm0ÞoNÞ; then, for all L in (7.7), /LLðvÞ; m0SoN and therefore
LLðsÞðxÞoN for all sAS	 and m0-almost all x: If m0a0; then there exists xAE such
that LLðvÞðsÞðxÞoN for all sAS	:
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(4) Fix L and v and put sAS0 if cðsÞ is locally bounded and sAS00 if cðsÞ is
identically equal to N: Suppose that ai : s-si; i ¼ 1;y; r is the set of all arrows
starting from s: By (4.22), sAS00 if siAS00 for some i and, by (2) sAS0 if siAS0 for all i:
Hence S0-S00 contains s if it contains s1;y; sr: Since SþCS0; we conclude that
SCS0-S00:
(5) If for some diagram L with input v; S	-S00a| then, for every ma0;
/LðvÞ; mS ¼N and therefore Hu;vðmÞ ¼N: If S	-S00 ¼ | for all diagrams with
input v; then Hu;vðmÞoN for all m: &
7.5
Which of X -harmonic functions described above can be extreme?
Clearly, HhðmÞ ¼ /h; mS is not extreme if an L-harmonic function h is
not extreme. If E ¼ Rd and L ¼ D; then constants are the only positive L-harmonic
functions and therefore h ¼ 1 is extreme. In the next section we show that
H1ðmÞ ¼ /1; mS is extreme in the case cðuÞ ¼ 12 u2: Extreme L-harmonic functions
in a bounded smooth domain E are described by the formula hðxÞ ¼ kEðx; yÞ;
yA@E: We do not know if the corresponding X -harmonic functions are
extreme.
Keller [Kel57] and Osserman [Oss57] proved that for a wide class of
functions c; there exists a maximal element umax of U: Among functions
lHu; uAU only functions lHumax can be extreme. Indeed, if uAU; then upumax
and therefore HumaxpHu: If Hu is extreme, then Hmax ¼ const: Hu and therefore
Hu ¼ lHumax :
We claim that all functions Hu ¼ 1	 Hu; uAU are not extreme. First, H0 ¼ 1 is
not extreme. Indeed, Hup1 for every uAU: Assuming that 1 is extreme, we get that
Hu ¼ const: for all uAU which is not true. Suppose Hu is extreme for uAUWf0g:
Then the relation Hu=2pHu implies Hu=2 ¼ const: Hu which is false because the
functions e	t=2; e	t; 1 with t taking values in any open interval are linearly
independent.
Functions Hu;v cannot be extreme unless u is the maximal element of U
and viðxÞ ¼ kuEðx; yiÞ for some y1;y; ynA@E: A challenging problem is to
explore if they are extreme and, if not, to ﬁnd their decomposition into extreme
functions.
7.6
Conditioning determined by functions Hu;v was studied by Salisbury and
Verzani [SaV99,SaV00]. Earlier Overbeck investigated (in [Ove93,Ove94])
H-transforms for HðmÞ ¼ /h; mS corresponding to L-harmonic functions h:
If h ¼ 1; then this is ‘‘conditioning on non-extinction’’ studied by Roelly-
Coppuletta [RR89], Evans [Eva93], Evans and Perkins [EP90,EP91] and Etheridge
[Eth93].
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8. Example of extreme X -harmonic function
8.1
In this section we prove the following theorem due to Evans [Eva93].13
Theorem 8.1. Suppose that X is a ðL;cÞ-superdiffusion in E ¼ Rd with cðuÞ ¼ 1
2
u2:
The total mass HðmÞ ¼ /1; mS is an extreme X-harmonic function.
To prove this theorem, we ﬁx a sequence of domains Dn exhausting E and
we consider a Markov chain ðXn;Pr;mÞ associated with the superdiffusion X :
Let F ¼ jðHÞ be the exit law corresponding to H (see Section 3.6). By
Remark 3.1, Theorem 8.1 will be proved if we show that PFr;mðCÞ ¼ 0 or 1 for all
tail sets.
To do this, we construct a Markov chain ðWn ¼ Zn  Zn; #Pr;wÞ in Mn  En with
the following properties:
8.1.A. The transition function #P of Wn and the transition function P of Xn are
related by the formula
PF ðr; m; n; BÞ ¼
Z
Er
#mðdxÞ #Pðr; m x; n; B  EnÞ ð8:1Þ
where
#m ¼ m
/1; mS
:
8.1.B. For every mAMr; ðZn; #Pr;mxÞ is a Markov process with the transition
function (3.4).
8.2
The construction is based on two lemmas.14
Lemma 8.1. Suppose that, for every n ¼ 0; 1;y; a measurable mapping jn from a
measurable space Sn to a measurable space S
0
n is given. Let Lnðy; Þ be a Markov kernel
from S0n to Sn such that, for every yAS
0
n; the measure Lnðy; Þ is concentrated on
j	1n ðyÞ: Let a Markov transition function p in fSng is related to a Markov transition
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function q in fS0ng by the formula
qðr; y; n; BÞ ¼
Z
SnSn
Lrðy; dxÞpðr; x; n; dx˜Þ1B½jnðx˜Þ
: ð8:2Þ
If Z
Sn
Lrðy; dxÞpðr; x; n; BÞ ¼
Z
S0n
qðr; y; n; dy˜ÞLnðy˜; BÞ; ð8:3Þ
then the Markov processes ðXn;Pr;xÞ and ðYn;Qr;yÞ corresponding to p and q are
related by the formula
Qr;yfrðYrÞyfnðYnÞ ¼ Pnr;yfrðjrðXrÞÞyfnðjnðXnÞÞ; ð8:4Þ
where 0pron; fi is a positive measurable function on S0i and
Pnr;y ¼
Z
Lrðy; dxÞPr;x:
Proof. Put
LngðyÞ ¼
Z
Lnðy; dxÞgðxÞ:
First we prove, by induction in n 	 r; that, for every positive measurable
function g;
Qr;yfrðYrÞyð fnLngÞðYnÞ ¼ Pnr;yfrðjrðXrÞÞyfn½jnÞðXnÞ
gðXnÞ: ð8:5Þ
Then we will get (8.4) by taking g ¼ 1:
Since the measure Lnðy; Þ is concentrated on the set fx :jnðxÞ ¼ yg; we haveZ
Lnðy; dxÞfnðjnðxÞgðxÞ ¼
Z
Lnðy; dxÞf ðyÞgðxÞ ¼
Z
f ðyÞLnðy; dxÞgðxÞ;
which implies
Qr;yð fnLngÞðYnÞ ¼ LrFr; ð8:6Þ
where
FrðxÞ ¼ Pr;xfn½jnðXnÞ
gðXnÞ:
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For n 	 r ¼ 0; formula (8.5) follows immediately from (8.6). For n 	 r40; by the
Markov property of Y ;
Qr;yfrðYrÞ?ð fnLngÞðYnÞ
¼ Qr;yfrðYrÞyfn	1ðYn	1ÞQn	1;Yn	1ð fnLngÞðYnÞ: ð8:7Þ
By (8.6), the right side in (8.7) is equal to
Qr;yfrðYrÞyð fn	1Ln	1Fn	1ÞðYn	1Þ: ð8:8Þ
By the induction hypothesis, this is equal to
Pnr;yfrðjrðXrÞÞyfn	1½jn	1ðXn	1Þ
Fn	1ðXn	1Þ
and (8.7) holds by the Markov property of ðXn;Pr;xÞ: &
Lemma 8.2. Let VD be the transition operator of an ðL;cÞ-superdiffusion in E. For
every D!E and every xAE; there exists a random point ðYD  ZD; QxÞ in the space
M E such that
Qxe
	/u;YDSvðZDÞ ¼ Px exp 	
Z tD
0
VDðuÞðxsÞ ds
 
vðxtDÞ ð8:9Þ
for all u; vABþ:
Proof. By (2.2) and (5.4),
VDðuÞðxÞ ¼
Z
M
ð1	 e	/u;nSÞRDðx; dnÞ; ð8:10Þ
where RD is the canonical measure for ðXD; PxÞ: Fix a continuous path
z ¼ fzs; 0pspag such that zsAD for sA½0; aÞ and zaA@D and consider a Poisson
random measure ðN; PzÞ on ½0; a
 M with intensity nzðds; dnÞ ¼ RDðzs; dnÞds: Put
LðCÞ ¼ Nð½0; a
; CÞ: Note that ðL; PzÞ is a Poisson random measure on M with
intensity
lðCÞ ¼
Z a
0
RDðzs; CÞ ds:
By (5.5),
Pz exp 	
Z
M
FðnÞLðdnÞ
 
¼ exp 	
Z
M
ð1	 e	FðnÞÞlðdnÞ
 
:
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If FðnÞ ¼ /u; nS; then Z
M
FðnÞLðdnÞ ¼ /u; YDS;
where
YDðBÞ ¼
Z a
0
Nðds; dnÞnðBÞ:
By (8.10) and Fubini’s theorem,Z
M
ð1	 e	FðnÞÞlðdnÞ ¼
Z a
0
VDðuÞðzsÞ ds:
Hence
e	/u;YDS ¼ exp 	
Z a
0
VDðuÞðzsÞ ds
 
:
The left side is equal to Pze	/u;YDS: Put ZD ¼ xtD and introduce a measure Qx on
M E by the formula
QxðCÞ ¼ PxPxðCZDÞ;
where Cy ¼ fðn : ðn; yÞACg: For every positive measurable function f on M E;Z
f ðn; yÞQxðdn; dyÞ ¼ Px
Z
f ðn; ZDÞPxðdnÞ:
In particular, for all u; vABþ;Z
e	/u;nSvðyÞQxðdn; dyÞ ¼ Pxexp 	
Z tD
0
VDðuÞðxsÞ ds
 
vðxtDÞ
and therefore ðYD  ZD; QxÞ satisﬁes (8.9). &
8.3. Proof of Theorem 8.1
(1) We use Lemma 8.2 to construct a process ðWn; #Pr;wÞ subject to conditions
8.1.A–8.1.B. Recall that Dn is a sequence exhausting R
d and ðXn;Pr;mÞ is a Markov
chain associated with the superdiffusion X : Note that
Pr;mfXn ¼ 0g-1 as n-N: ð8:11Þ
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Indeed, unðxÞ ¼ 	log PxfXDn ¼ 0g is a solution of the equation Du ¼
1
2
u2 in Dn and
the limit of un is a solution in the entire space R
d : Hence it is equal to 0 (this follows,
for instance, from [Dyn91a, Lemma 3.1]).
(2) Consider random points ðYn  Zn; QxÞ in Mn  En corresponding to Dn by
Lemma 8.2. Put Vn ¼ VDn ; tn ¼ tDn : We claim that, for all mon and all u; vABþ;
Qxe
	/u;YnSvðZnÞ ¼ Qxe/uˆ;YmS #vðZmÞ; ð8:12Þ
where
uˆ ¼ VnðuÞ; #vðxÞ ¼ Qxe	/u;YnSvðZnÞ:
Since Vmuˆ ¼ VmVnðuÞ ¼ VnðuÞ; it follows from (8.9) and the strong Markov property
of x that
Qxe
	/uˆ;YmS #vðZmÞ
¼ Px exp 	
Z tm
0
VmðuˆÞðxsÞ ds
 
Pxtm exp 	
Z tn
0
VnðuÞðxsÞ ds
 
vðxtnÞ

 
¼ Px exp 	
Z tm
0
VnðuÞðxsÞ ds
 
exp 	
Z tn
tm
VnðuÞðxsÞ ds
 
vðxtnÞ

 
;
which implies (8.12).
(3) Consider two sample spaces O1 and O2 and assume that the random points
ðYn  Zn; QxÞ are deﬁned over O1 and a superdiffusion X is deﬁned over O2: Put
ZnðoÞ ¼ Ynðo1Þ þ Xnðo2Þ; ZðoÞ ¼ Znðo1Þ;
Qm;xðdoÞ ¼ Qxðdo1ÞPmðdo2Þ ð8:13Þ
for o ¼ ðo1;o2Þ:
Let Wn ¼ Zn  Zn and let
#Pðr; m x; n; BÞ ¼ Qm;xfWnABg: ð8:14Þ
It is easy to check by using (2.2) and (8.12) that #P is a Markov transition function in
Mn  En: Let us demonstrate that the corresponding Markov process ðWn; #Pr;wÞ
satisﬁes conditions 8.1.A and 8.1.B.
By (8.13),
Qm;xe
	/u;ZnSvðZnÞ ¼ Qxe	/u;YnSvðZnÞPme	/u;XnS: ð8:15Þ
We take u ¼ 0 and we get, by (8.9), that
Qm;xvðZnÞ ¼ QxvðZtnÞ ¼ PxvðxtnÞ: ð8:16Þ
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It follows from (8.16) that transition function #P and the transition function p
given by (3.4) are related by the formula
#Pðr; m x; n;Mn  BÞ ¼ pðr; x; n; BÞ for every m: ð8:17Þ
Put gðm xÞ ¼ x: We have gðZn  ZnÞ ¼ Zn and, by [Dyn65, Theorem 10.13],
formula (8.17) implies 8.1.B.
Let us prove 8.1.A. It follows from (8.15),(2.2) and (8.9) that
Qm;xe
	/u;ZnS ¼ Pme	/u;XnSQxe	/u;YnS
¼ e	/VnðuÞ;mSPx exp 	
Z tn
0
VnðuÞðxsÞ ds
 
: ð8:18Þ
By (3.2), (4.7) and (4.2),
/1; mS
Z
PF ðr; m; n; dnÞe	/u;nS ¼
Z
Pðr; m; n; dnÞe	/u;nS/1; nS
¼ Pme	/u;XnS/1; XnS ¼ e	/VnðuÞ;mSPm exp 	
Z tn
0
u˜ðxsÞ ds
 
: ð8:19Þ
Since we assume that cðuÞ ¼ u2=2; we have c0ðuÞ ¼ u and u˜ ¼ VnðuÞ: Therefore
the right side in (8.19) can be obtained from the right side in (8.18) by integration
with respect to m and, because of (8.14),
/1; mS
Z
PF ðr; m; n; dnÞe	/u;nS ¼
Z
Er
Qm;xe
	/u;ZnSmðdxÞ
¼
Z
Er
mðdxÞ #Pðr; ðm; xÞ; n; dn EnÞe	/u;nS:
This implies (8.1).
(4) We claim that
Qm;xgðZn  ZnÞ ¼
Z
Pmðdo1ÞQ0;xðdo2Þg½ðXnðo1Þ þ Znðo2ÞÞ  Znðo2Þ
 ð8:20Þ
for every positive measurable function g on Mn  En: This follows from (8.15) for
gðZn  ZnÞ ¼ e	/u;ZnSvðZnÞ and it is true in the general case by the multiplicative
systems theorem.
By (8.14),
#Pr;mxgðZn  ZnÞ ¼ Qm;xgðZn  ZnÞ
and therefore formula (8.20) implies that
#Pr;mxgðZn  ZnÞ ¼
Z
Pr;mðdo1Þ #Pr;0xðdo2Þg½ðXnðo1Þ þ Znðo2ÞÞ  Znðo2Þ
:
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Let C be a tail set of the chain Zn  Zn: By the Markov property of this chain,
#Pr;mxðCÞ ¼ #Pr;mxgnðZn  ZnÞ;
where gnðn; yÞ ¼ #Pn;nyðCÞ: Therefore,
#Pr;mxðCÞ ¼ In þ Jn;
where
In ¼
Z
Pr;mðdo1Þ #Pr;0xðdo2Þ1Xnðo1Þ¼0gn½Znðo2Þ  Znðo2Þ

¼Pr;mfXn ¼ 0gPr;0xðCÞ
and
Jn ¼
Z
Pr;mðdo1Þ #Pr;0xðdo2Þ1Xnðo1Þa0g½ðXnðo1Þ þ Znðo2ÞÞ  Znðo2Þ

pPr;mfXna0g
because gp1: By (8.11), In- #Pr;0xðCÞ and Jn-0 as n-N: Therefore,
#Pr;mxðCÞ ¼ #Pr;0xðCÞ: ð8:21Þ
(5) We apply Lemma 8.1 to Sn ¼Mn  En; the transition function p ¼ #P and to
the mappings jnðm xÞ ¼ m from Sn to S0n ¼Mn: Put
Lnðm; Þ ¼ dm  #m;
where dm is a unit measure on M concentrated at m:
For every positive measurable function f on Sn; we put
Lnðm; f Þ ¼
Z
Sn
Lnðm; dn dxÞf ðn; xÞ;
#Pðr; n x; n; f Þ ¼
Z
Sn
#Pðr; n x; n; d *n x˜Þf ð*n x˜Þ: ð8:22Þ
Note that
Lnðm; f Þ ¼
Z
En
f ðm xÞ #mðdxÞ: ð8:23Þ
If f ð*n x˜Þ ¼ 1Bð*nÞ; then
#Pðr; n x; n; f Þ ¼ #Pðr; n x; n; B  EnÞ
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and, by applying (8.23) to f˜ðn xÞ ¼ Pˆðr; n x; f Þ; we get
Z
Sn
Lnðm; dn dxÞ #Pðr; n x; n; f Þ ¼
Z
Er
#Pðr; m x; n; B  EnÞ #mðdxÞ:
By 8.1.A, the right side is equal to PF ðr; m; n; BÞ: Hence, relation (8.2) holds for
p ¼ #P and q ¼ PF :
Let us check condition (8.3). It is sufﬁcient to show that
I ¼ /1; mS
Z
Lrðm; dn dxÞ #Pðr; n x; n; h  gÞ
is equal to
J ¼ /1; mS
Z
PF ðr; m; n; dnÞLnðn; h  gÞ
for u; gABþðEÞ and hðnÞ ¼ e	/u;nS: By (8.23) applied to
f ðn xÞ ¼ #Pðr; n x; n; h  gÞ;
we get
I ¼
Z
#Pðr; m x; n; h  gÞmðdxÞ
and, by (8.14), (8.15), (2.2), (4.7) and (4.2), we obtain
I ¼
Z
Qm;x½hðZnÞgðZnÞ
mðdxÞ ¼ Qxe	/u;YnSPme	/u;XnS
¼ e	/VDðuÞ;mSPm exp 	
Z tn
0
VDðuÞðxsÞ ds
 
gðxtnÞ: ð8:24Þ
On the other hand,
Lnðn; h  gÞ ¼ hðnÞ/g; nS=/1; nS:
Recall that FnðmÞ ¼ /1; mS: Therefore,
J ¼
Z
Pðr; m; n; dnÞhðnÞ/g; nS ¼ Pr;me	/u;XnS/g; XnS:
We get from (3.5), (4.7) and (4.2) an expression for J identical with the right side in
(8.24). Hence I ¼ J:
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(6) Note that, for every bounded measurable function F;
PFr;mFðXr; Xrþ1;yÞ
¼
Z
Lrðm; dn dyÞ #Pr;nyFðZr; Zrþ1;yÞ
¼
Z
#mðdyÞPr;myFðZr; Zrþ1;yÞ: ð8:25Þ
Since jnðZn  ZnÞ ¼ Zn; this follows from (8.4) for F ¼ f1ðn1Þf2ðn2Þy . By applying
the multiplicative systems theorem, we get the general formula.
(7) Formula (8.25) means that the probability law of Xn; nXr under PFr;m is the
same as the probability law of Zn; nXr under Pnr;m ¼
R
#mðdyÞ #Pr;my: Therefore to
prove that PFr;mðCÞ ¼ 0 or 1 for every tail set C; it is sufﬁcient to establish that
Pnr;mðCÞ ¼ 0 or 1. By (3.3) and (8.21),
1C ¼ lim #Pn;ZnZnðCÞ ¼ lim #Pn;0ZnðCÞ Pnr;m-a:s: ð8:26Þ
The probability law of Zn; nXr under P
n
r;m coincides with the probability law
of xn; nXr under P #m ¼
R
#mðdyÞPx and therefore (8.26) implies that Pnr;mðCÞ ¼ 0
or 1. &
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